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ABSTRACT

The Kerguelen Islands (Subantaretiea) are loeated just South
of the Antaretie eonvergeneeand thus are bathed by the cold
Antaretie waters. Sinee 1978, a small aeelimatized eoho salmon
population has been self sustaining in a river. '

, ,

In order toexamine the biologieal feasibility of exp10iting
this speeies by the sea ranehing teehnique, a pilot projeet, was

, initiated in 1984. Coho eggs imported from the state of Washington
(USA) after 15 to 22 days of transportation were raised in a
reeireulating ineubation system up to the feeding stage ; fry were
then plaeed in swedish eireular tanks for a short time and
transferred as soon as possible in floating eages on a lake and
released as smolts after about ten-month rearing. First returns
were observed in 1987' and sinee' then the progeny of returning
adults has been reared alternately eaeh year with imported eggs.

For the first, time,' the biologieal feasibility of sea
ranehing eoho salmon in true Antaretie waters was demonstrated.
However, in spite of statutory and environmental advantages, the
eeonomieal , feasibility seemed jeopardized by logistie eosts and
the present evolution,of salmon market.
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,RESUHE

1 - INTRODUCTION
. ."'

. 'Except 'natural 'p~oduction~ Ocean ranching is the most
.. ,. economical method of' producing 'Salmonids witl'i low casts of

investment and functioning, provided that the fish can .be
efficiently' harvested. The proposal of indirectly exploiting the
enormous abundance of krill in the Antarctic ocean by the way of
salmon ranching was made in 'the early seventies (Joyner aridal.,
1974); This is one of the reasons why salmon ranching'was' retained

,when the': French' authori ties looked for different ways cf
developing,the, econemY. of the Kerguelen Islands (TAAF) 'as it was
done for the Falkland Islands, at the same period,(Shackleton; 1982
;. Anon, ,1984). Thus. a pilot project, financed jointlyby, the
authorities (Mission de Recherche des TAAF) and a private fishing
companyeperating around Kergue1en (SAPMER) was initiated in 1983
to explore. the biological and economica1 feasibili ty of salmen
ranching (Davaine, 1989).

. ,,',',•

•
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2 - MATERIAL AHn METHOnS

2.1 Environmental conditions

The Kerguelen Islands areloeated just south of the Antarctic
Convergance (Fig. 1) and are bathed by the cold Antaretic waters
(saa surface temperature between 0.5 and 5°C).

Tl18 archipelago is of volcanic origin with a main island of
6 000 km2 partially covered with an iee cap on its western part.
Melting of tt1e glaciers has left a multitude of. small U-shaped

~~;;:y~r:i~hett~~~s,30SW;g~ i~~w~~ rat;:r:i:~~s W~~~~~=~l~. a~~tc~e~~
lang. Climate is of tt1e subantarctic type (Duchene, 1989),
temperate cold (mean annual air temperature 4.4 °C at sea level)
with very strong winds (mean annual speed 9~6 rn/s, maximum 80 m/s)
and regular rainfalls (817 mm in 222 days) •

.
4a Thus the variations of water temperature in rivers and lakes

are moderate and the ionic concentrations low and under the
oceariic influence •

•
2~3 The "Aquasaumon" project

, This pilot project has been described by Davaine (1989). The
adopted strategy was, to place ourselves .. right in the best
eonditions, as revealed by comparable experiments in the Southern
Hemisphere, to reduce the number of tests and the cost of
operation.

Thusthe salmon species ehoosen were coho and chinook
( oncorhynchus tshaWytscha Walbaum ) for tt1eir adaptive plasticity
relating to transplantation experiments in the Southern Hemisphere
(Waugh, 1980 ; Lindbergh arid al., 1981, 1982 ; Scott, 1985) and
for relative. easiness of rearing.

As there is no suitable site in the vicinity of the permanent
base, the rearing facilities were settled 40 km in the West on the
very short outlet of a lake situated (::lose to the end
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of a small fjord (Fig. 1 and 2). This sitecan be reached only by
boat whenthe weather is propitious, and the small resident staff
lives in relative isolation during the wintering.

Because of the ship date of departure from La Reunion Island
( first days of December) we met with difficulties in ebtilining
salmoneggs at the right stage to be transported for a long time.
This is the reasonwhy we imported exclusively coho eggs, with the
exception of December 1986 when both coho and chinook were
available.

The eggs are sent in styrofo~ bexes by plane from Washington
State. (USA) to Paris where they are cleaned~ The boxas are
refilled .witri ice and sent by plane· to La Reunion Islarid (Indian
Ocean) wi th the staff of the next missions to the subantarctic
islands. Then 12 more days are necessary for the ship to reach the
Kergue1en Islands. During the crossing the ova are.mairitained at
2 0 C under .. dripping iee to deüay hatching and cleaned everi day to
remove and count dead eggs~ As a whole the transportation 1asts 15
to 22 days deperiding on the time allowed for the seheduled stops~

In Kerguelen the ova are raised in two recirculating
incubationsystems to prevent harmfull temperature variations
during Southern summer and accelerate their developement. As soon
as. the fry reach the feeding and swimrning stage .they are plaeed
into swedish circular tanks (2 m diameter) and fed continuously
drY feed with additional drifting zooplankton. After one or two
weeks, they are transferred in floating net pens on Lake Armor in
the .. most shEütered. plaee. Rearing in the lake lasts 10 or 11
months,until smoltification ,at theend of december ; parrs.are fed
chopped Aritarctic fish with , additonal· dry feed and vitamins.
Salinity .. conditioning is made in 100 m3 circular tanks fed with
fresh and sea water. "Smolts are released directly from the tanks
into the lake outlet 40 m from the sea;

The returning salmon are stopped by a fence across the outlet
and directed to a fish ladder ending in a trap. They are tt
maintained in holding tanks until spawning.

A second raft in. the fj erd is used for. delayed release of
smolts and testing of intensive rearing up to the adult stage.

Every day .. the dead fish are picked up arid counted. ; every
month the fish of eaeh pen are weighed to check ration adjustments
and three. sampIes cif 100 individuals are taken at random and
iridividually measured and weighed for growth studies.

Age of returning adults is deterinined by scala reading'helped
by, the comparison with scales taken out of the smolts before'
release. F~n clipping provides validation for" same returning
marked fish.
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3 - RESULTS

3.1 Smolt production

3.1.1 stirvival

,SurVival during transportation is good (Table 1) ;
mortalities fluetuate between 0.3 and 1~6 % with the exceptiori of
december 1985 when rough ,handling and frost exposure before
departure. of ,the plane in,the USA killed 19 ~ 6 % of the egg3 and
caused delayed losses till the end of yolk absorptiori.

, The incubation phase lasts 31 to ,49 days from arrival in
Kerguelen to the end of yolk absorption ; mortalities oeeur
particularly at hatching and are comprised normally between 5 ~ 1
and 13.1 %, but ,. in January 1987 and 1988 an accidental power cut
in the, reeireulating units provoked the death by anoxia of 36.8
and 64.8 % of the larvae~

Passage in the fry tanks is very short (3 to 19 days) with
mortalities betweeri 0.1 and 2.5 %.

Rearing iri lake pans lasts ,292 to 353 days with mortalities
between 1 ~ 3 and 13 ~ 6 %. In 1990, poor quality dry feed led to
heavy losses ( 27.3 %) stopped by adding extra vitamiris in the
food.

In addition ,to these mortaiities many fish disappear from the
eages (6.3 to 42.1 %) ; very few dead fish escape attention of the
staff collecting mortalities, ,some are caught by predatory birds
(penguins, cormorants, seagulls .,~.) but the. majority gets away
through holes in. the, nets that are not irnmediately detected ;
83.9 % of the orily chinook cohort escaped through a large tear in
the net during a lorig storm.

Deperiding of the year
cohort survival ,to one-year
between 15.6 arid 73~3 %.

and
old

. ,.,\

the ,different mishaps
smolts from imported

the net
eggs is

.Rear~ng of native cohorts born from returning aciults.. gives
approximately the same results (Table 1) ;, mortalities are heavier
during incubatiori .and in fry tanks but this is. natural as these
phases last,a much' lo~~er time during wirite~ and c6risiderin~ that
incubation - i5 taken as a .whole; Most of the losses occur before
the eyed' stage. because of furigus attacks in spawrls of overripe
fernäles arid lack of experience from the wintering staff.

. The unique experiment with fall chinook seemed promis1ng
until ,tearing cif the net but the smoltifying parrs weretoo,small
in July to surviva efficiently in cold ( 1 0 C) arid high salinity
water (34,4 %0).
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3.1.2 Growth

Fry are. trarisferred in lake pens around. mid-February. ,i at
that time, lake temperature is highest arid growth roust be optimum
to allow the parrs a good winter survival when temperature falls
sharply in April~ Figure 3 shows that specific growth rate (SGR)
decreases sooner,. than .temperature and never recovers i ts initial
value (around 4 %) though remaining alwaYs,positive. At the same
time, .the food conversion ratio (lCC) rises as the fish are
overfed to optimize,growth; arid decreases .at a, more, reasonable
level as the r~tion is progressively adapted"to the fish a~petite

and every day changesiri weather conditions.

Annual growth of the coho. parr improved during the first
years (1984 to 1986) owing to better kriowledge 'of local
constraints and fish ·requiremerits ~though . the winteririg staff
changes each year (students accomplishing,their military service),
but now. annual temperature is the decisive factor as shown in ...
figure 4 and 5 where 1988 iso the coldest year' and 1987 the 
warmest.

, Native cohorts have better growth because of a longer rearing
period including the whole summer of their first year (Fig. 6 and
7) ; in addition the "89a 11 cohort ( eggs spawnE~d in wiriter 1989,
parrs reared during 1990) benefited from i ts very low rearing
density screening the temperature effect~

Rearing experiments show that population derisity has a strong
effect upon growth whereas two different diets, chopped Antarctic
fish with additional pellets versus drY f~ed only, have not.

3.1~3 Smolting

, Signs of smoltification appear in November and by the end,of
December fish are ready to eriter the sea. The proportion of smolts
deperids on fish size arid varies from 85 % the two first years to
99% now i remaining parrs are mostly fish showing physical •
malformatioris.

Starting fr~m around 10 9 the first year~ smcilts weight is
now comprised between 10 and 20 g for,imported cohorts and between
20 and 30 g (up to 55 g) for native cohorts.

. , . Different relea.se techniques have ,been tested .to reduce .bird
predation : directly in the lake; atnight from the tanks in the
autIet, covered with riet~, during spririg tide~, directIy fram sea
net pens.

Delayed releases were used for 1986 and 1989 cohorts in order
to shorten migration range and increase survival.
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·3~2.1 Composition

" TJ:le first returnsof coho salmon were register~d in 1987, arid
every year,since, that yeär~ Fish eriter the lake outlet froni March
to July (the majority in April arid May). ~md swim. up the sälmon
ladderup to the,trap or are' caught by electrofishing downstream
from the fence~ Numbers, and compesition. are given in table 2~

Th~re' was a dramatic fall ".cf the returns in' 1989 following the
most severe winter of all these years in 1988~

In 1987, most ~f ~he fi~h were 2+ (cohcirt 1985) with 6d %
2-year smolts and 40 % 1-year smolts ; the few 3+ fish (cohort
1984) were' all 2-year smölts ; two salmon (cohort 1986) came back
as jacks three months after release~

In 1988, half of the fish were 3+ (cohort i985) with 88 %
2-year smolts arid 12 % 1-year smolts ;' the ether half were 2+
( cohort 1986) all 1-year sniolts ; three salmons were 4 ... , (cohort
1984) 2-year smolts and eight returned as jacks (cohort 1987).

All of thä few salmon that c~me back in 1989 were 2+ (ccihort
1987) l-year smo1t. '

In 1990, riearly ail, the salmon were 2+ (cohorts i987A: arid
1988) 1-year smolt ; cirie fish'returned as jack (1988A). ' ,

As' the size of smolts iricreases with rearing improvemerits~ it
seems that all the, fish released migrate frankly as one year
smolts withöut spendirig one more year in freshwater (lika cohorts
1984 and partly 1985). and return massively after two stimmers at
sea (15-16 months) as 2+ salmons~ ,

'sincei987, the mean s!ze of. returning eoho salmonincreased
significantly (Table 3) arid with the exception of jacks they reach
adecent market size'f~r this species~

3.2;2 Growth

Back. calculated fork-lengths by the Fraser-Lee method are
presented in, Table 4 and the co'rresponding calculated weights in
Table,5. 'Individual growth has increased since the first cohörts,
length gairi passing from' 15 ein to 22 cm during the first summer'at
sea~ andfrorit 15 cm tb 24 arid 28'cm düring the seeond, one; The
initial advantäge in size of.the native cohort (coho 1987A) does
not seem to be maintained after two'summers at sea. '

This growth cari be "considered as fair, taking into account
the low temperatüre of the sea around Kergufüen, and weIl above
that ,of acclimatized sea traut.

"The biggest of the few'returning chinook salmon measured 87
cm and weighed 9 200 g~'
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3.2~3 Return rates

There i5 a possibility ,that asc~nding salmon might have
jumped over :i:he fence during ,spates. before . 1990 and the
construction of a flow~regulation dam ;,.this has beendemonstrated
by. the, i:>resence of' wild .eoho fry in. the inlet of the lake since
1988. Neverthe1ess the salmen checked at .the fence make up almost
all of the ascending fish~ .. Straying can' t .be discarded too, but
m?st of the neighbouring rivers'are too 5mall or.inaccessible.,

The ~et~rn rate cif 'each cohort (Tabie' 6) had to be considered
as awhole as, many of the fin clipped smolts could not be
und9ubtedly ideritified wtien captured as ,adults. When
identificatiori .andcross checking' was. possible i t appeared that
batches of marked fish had a very. bad return rate, andthat the
bulk of returnirig fish ware issued from unmarked smcilts as
transportation arid handling of smcilts proved.very unsatisfactory. .•, Excep~ cohort 19~4 which ~as raised in bad condi~ions, the
following cohorts 1985 and 1986 showed promising return rates (8.4
and 5~5%o) in the context of a very distant transplantation out
o~ the species ·range.

But the weak returns of ,1988, and 1989 tiave masked the
potential of cohorts 1987, 1988, and especially the secorid
generation cohort 1987A.ttiat should havepresented ,better return
rates as in most acclimatization experiments. This could. be
explained partly . by the exceptionnally cold winter in 1988
provoking the deatti of the salmon in the open sea, or by poor
smolt stamina following bad quality feeding and' deficiency
disease. . - .

••..• •••. , ,,,,,, If'

4 - DISCUSSION AHD CONCLUSION

. There have been numerous. attempts at transferring salmenids _
from.the. Nerthern te.the Seuthern Hemisphere since the end of the_
19th .ceriturY (Thorpe~ 1980). In most cases acclimatizatiori of

.sedentary species, or sedentary forms of anadromous. species, . was
successful when environmental conditions met with the. fish
requirements .. ; on the contrarY, attempts with migratory, forms
usually failed •. In south America (Joyner~ 1980); Falkland Islands
(Arrowsmith and Pentelow,1965), . Kerguelen Islands (Oavaine and
Bea11, 1982.; oavairie, 1989), Australia and Tasmania (Mac Crimmon

.and Marshall~, 1968), New Zealarid '(Stewart, 1980 ; Waugh, .. 1980 ;
Scott, 1985) introduced brown ·trout,· rainbow trout or brook trout

.. developped riatural, populations perfectly adapted to their, .new
. environment•. Brown trout.even ,presemted, migratorY populations
remaining on the coritinental shelf ~ On. the other hand, Atlantic
salmori failed to .. develop migratory stocks and remained landlocked
wtien acclimatized. For many years, the only succe5sful transplant
of a salmon species was ttiat of chinook in New Zealand.

Among the. llUmerous hypotheses put forward. ~o explairi this
state of fact, the gyre theory proposed by Stewart (1980) condemns
salmon introductions'in the Southern Hemisphere for they would not
find the 9yres that guide them during their migration in the
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Northern Hemisphere. The assurriptiori formulated bi, Scott (1985)
says "The probatility of establishment of a complete niigratory

,pattern is inversely proportional to the distariceof migration of
.the ~are~t stock"; , -

These stateme~ts are in agreement with the results of salmen
ranching. experiments in South Chile (Lindbergh arid ale ',. 1981 ;
Liridbergh - and Brown~ 1982)' wheri short rangeor' diversified
migration pattern species like. chinook or coho returned to the
ranch and long range migratory species like chum failed to return;

Thus in the Sc>uthern Hemisphere, genetic, variability w:1.th
respect to migration dista~ce appears. to be the conditiori for

·success of acclimatization of anadromous stocks that will develop
from ,the' more coastal . individuals~ . Greater ,Increased length of'
migration increases reliance on a' more complex fail safe series
more subject to disruption (Scott~ 1985) in a completely different
marine environment.

The,Kergue!en sea-rariching exper~ment gave interesting return
rates with. first generation coho salmon (8;4 and,,5.5 o/~~)

compared with. the results of DOMSEA and' SALMONES ANTARCTICA in
Chile with . the same species ( O. 1 to 1; 2.. 0/0 0 ; Lindbergh and
Brown, 1982). In'spite of logistic difficulties smolt rearing can
be carriE~d out satisfactorily and production costs,' reduced by
feeding the parrs with wastes ,of iridustrial fishing around
Kerguelen (filleting Aritarctic fish produces .. 50 .to 60 % wastes).
Emigrating smolts seem- to cope with bird and .marine mamma1
predation and find suitable feeding grourids around the shore where
Antarctic fish spend their first year and planktonic arid berithic
crustacea. are '. verY abundant ; later on they can remain. ori a
contiriental shelf of more than 100 000 km2 dense1y populated with
fish (Duhamel, 1989).- .

However, the last returris and particularly the secorid
g~neration returns, instead of showing a significant iricrease as
usual, are, much lower owing to exceptional cold related to
u~predictable convergence displacements arid/or fish pathology arid
handling stress.

It is too soon. to form a final op:1.ilion as tci whether the
economical feasibili ty of sea' ranching 0 coho exists in. the
Kerguelen Is1ands, without knowing 0 the actual possibilities of
secorid gerieratioriacclimatized fish ; nevertheless the preserit
evolution cif salmon market does not incite to uriconditiorial
optimism.

0'
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Figure 1 - Geographie situation of ARMOR sea ranehing base
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MONTHLY WATER TEMPERATURE (T"Lac),MORTALITY RATE (TM).
SPECIFIC GROWTH RATE (SGR) AND FOOD CONVERTION RATIO (Iec)

DURING LAKE REARING OF AN IMPORTED COHORT (COHO 1990).
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COMPARED GROWTH CURVES FOR DIFFERENT IMPORTED COHORTS
FORK LENGTH IN CM.
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COMPARED GROWTH CURVES FOR DIFFERENT ACCLlMATIZED COHORTS
FORK LENGTH IN CM.
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Tab1e 1 - Mean morta1ities in % of the initial number of eggs (heavy accidenta1 morta1ities withdrawn)

% Morta1ity
% missing % surviva1

(escaped) 1 year smolt
Ship Incubation Fry Lake (theoretical)
Transport tanks pens

COHO mean 0.9 8.2 1.0 7.5 22.1 60.3
Imported
cohorts
1984 to 1990 optimum 0.3 5.1 0.1 1.3 6.3 86.9

CHINOOK
Imported 1.0 6.2 0.6 1.7 83.9 6.6
cohort
1987

COHO mean 26.1 8.9 8.8 16.3 39.9
Native
cohorts
1987 to 1989 optimum 16.7 2.4 1.3 4.4 75.2

•



Table 2 - Yearly number and eomposition of returning eoho salmon (native
eohorts 1987A, 1988A, born in 1987 and 1988 are raised with the
imported eohort of the following year 1988 and 1989 and released
at the same time: january 1989 , january 1990).

YEAR OF RETURN DATE OF
eOHORT

RELEASE
1987 1988 1989 1990

eOHO 1984 4.44 % 1.03 % Jan. 1985

eOHO 1985 94.97 % 51.03 % Jan. 1986

eOHO 1986 0.59 % 45.55 % Jan. 1987

eOHO 1987 2.74 % 100 % Jan. 1988

eOHO 1987A 63.64 % Jan. 1989

eOHO 1988 33.33 % Jan. 1989

eOHO 1988A 3.03 % Jan. 1990

NUMBER 338 292 6 33

'. >



Table 3 - Size of eoho salmon eaptured eaeh year (mean and eonfidenee limits P.0.99)

FORK LENGTH (CM) WEIGHT (G)
YEAR

MEAN RANGE MEAN RANGE

1987 40.9 ± 1.2 25.0 62.0 896 ± 84 150 2600

1988 51.8 ± 0.5 25.0 75.0 1668 ± 65 150 5100

1989 47.0 ± 5.3 34.0 51.8 1323 ± 342 500 1600

1990 58.4 ± 3.1 22.7 75.0 2602 ± 365 127 5800



Table 4 - Mean backcalculated fork-lengths in cm for each cohort (the first
winter happens about 6 months after hatching for imported cohorts)

eOHORT SMOLT WINTERS SMOLT
AGE

(NB) 1 2 3 4 5 SIZE

IMPORTED

eOHO 1984 2 6.5 16.3 31.8 46.0 57.8
(18)

eOHO 1985 1 5.7 27.1 44.4 56.8 11.7
(470)

2 5.7 16.4 36.5 51.4 17.4

eOHO 1986 1 6.0 35.5 51.3 13.5
(135)

eOHO 1988 1 7.7 32.9 60.7 10.1
(11)

NATIVE

eOHO 1987A 1 9.2 35.4 59.1 13.5
(21)

·.



--- Table 5 - Mean weight in g calculated from backcalculated lengths by means
of weight/length relations for each cohort and smolt age

WINTERS SMOLT
eOHORT SMOLT

AGE 1 2 3 4 5 SIZE

IMPORTED

eOHO 1984 2 3 48 357 1086 2162

eOHO 1985 1 2 238 1255 2321 17.6

2 2 51 490 1570 58

eOHO 1986 1 2.3 536 1650 27

eOHO 1988 1 4.9 406 2611 11.2

NATIVE

eOHO 1987A 1 8.5 507 2408 27

•
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Table 6 - Smolt releases of different origins and global return rates to date

SMOLTS
COHORT ORIGIN GLOBAL RETURN

PRODUeED RELEASED RATES

IMPORTED

eOHO 1984 Puyallup River 31 000 23 453 0.8 %0

COHO 1985 Soleduck River 73 000 55 730 8.4 %0

eOHO 1986 College Fisheries Seattle 32 000 24 677 5.5 0/ 0 0

eOHO 1987 Willapa River 24 000 18 180 0.4 %0

COHO 1988 Fish Pro Inc. 37 000 32 197 0.3 %0

eOHO 1989 Soleduck River 41 000 40 421

eOHO 1990 Green River 59 000 43 517

CHINOOK 1987 College Fisheries Seatt1e 112 000 105 000 < 0.1 %0

NATIVE

eOHO 1987 A So1educk x Puya11up 38 000 33 792 0.6 %0

eOHO 1988 A So1educk x Seatt1e 65 000 63 120

eOHO 1989 A Wi11apa 2 200 0


